CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS!

Metro-Atlanta and the surrounding areas in Georgia will be the host for The 26th Japan-America Grassroots Summit 2016 in Greater Atlanta taking place October 4-11, 2016. We are looking for people who are enthusiastic, organized, energetic, and who love bringing people of different cultures together to become a Summit Volunteer to help, meeting attendees, helping out with speakers, tours, and home stays; and helping to make sure that the 26th Annual Japan-America Grassroots Summit in Greater Atlanta is filled with all the Southern hospitality Atlanta is known for.

As a volunteer for the Summit through its local partnering organization, The Japan-America Society of Georgia, you will:

- Be an essential part of the event(s) on the day
- Interact with Japanese guests wanting to learn more about Atlanta and Georgia
- Have the opportunity to meet interesting people and make a difference
- Receive an exclusive, volunteer only t-shirt

What Do We Need Help With?

- We need people with varying levels of Japanese ability: from none at all to native level
- We need people to help with registration, event set up, and make sure everyone is accounted for
- We need people to interact with guests, help with communication, and help them to their events

Tasks that you may find yourself doing include:

- Processing registration, counting bus passengers
- Putting up advertisements (tables and chairs should be done)
- Putting together boxed lunches, help distributing lunch
- Answering basic questions (all volunteers will have an information orientation)
- Running around with microphones during Q&A sessions
- Moving people around

Please visit https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JqlKs6sge5y74dW78iCTJev9kajg3eZ9Y0J0XMx_Oxk to apply for a volunteer position. For more information or to become a sponsor, homestay family, or to get involved with other aspects of the planning, preparation, and coordination efforts of the Grassroots Summit, please contact The Japan-America Society of Georgia at 404-842-1400, Admin@JASGeorgia.org, or visit www.jasgeorgia.org/2016-Grassroots-Summit.